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INTRODUCTION
Carrickfergus Grammar School is coming to the end of its current (extended) 3-year School
Development Plan (SDP). The extension has been due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the
requirement for schools to focus primarily on the health and safety of the school
community during this time.
The purpose of this consultation document is to give a brief overview of the school’s
current context, as of June 2022, as well as the emerging vision which we hope will drive
forward further ambitious, aspirational and exciting school improvement and
development over the course of the 2022-2025 SDP cycle.
It is hoped that this document, as a consequence, will act as a springboard for robust
discussion over the next 3 months with stakeholders, with the ultimate aim of informing
the vision and direction of our new School Development Plan 2022-2025 further.
The document is split into the sections outlined below, with respective context and
emerging vision. The sections have been aligned to the Education and Training
Inspectorate’s ‘Inspection and Self-Evaluation Framework’ (ISEF), in anticipation that the
school will structure its new School Development Plan according to ISEF as a replacement
to the old Together Towards Improvement Framework (TTI) which informed previous
School Development Plans.





Outcomes for Learners (including standards attained, progression and wider skills
and dispositions);
Quality of Provision (including curriculum, learning, teaching and assessment);
Leadership and Management (including senior and middle leadership and
governance);
Care and Welfare (including pastoral care and safeguarding).

This document is NOT the new School Development Plan, but rather an abridged
consultation document which will outline proposed (draft) key benchmarks and targets in
the emerging vision for 2022-2025 for discussion and debate.
It is the intention of the school to consult further with stakeholders on the emerging vision
for the school before August 2022. This will happen through comprehensive online
questionnaires for all stakeholders.
The consultation process will be multi-layered and formal, but school will always
welcome views of stakeholders through other means, including written or verbal feedback
to the Principal or Governors.
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I extend an invite to all with an interest in the strong, robust and ambitious development
of this fine school to engage constructively in the consultation process, in the knowledge
that your views will help to shape the vision for the education of our children in this
locality for years to come.

J. A. Maxwell
Principal
Secretary to the Board of Governors

June 2022
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PROPOSED MISSION STATEMENT AND VALUES
School Motto: Praestantia in Omnia (Striving for Excellence in Everything)
Our Mission Statement
Carrickfergus Grammar School is a traditional Grammar School. We aim to offer our
students a world-class education, with the highest of aspirations and expectations for all.
Our mission is to ensure that our young people prosper academically, thus enabling the
potential for entrance to top universities and also helping to facilitate success and
happiness in future careers.
Every young person attending this school will have equal access to opportunity both
inside and outside the classroom. Opportunities which stretch and challenge our students
will allow them to achieve the highest level of academic, intellectual, personal, physical
and social development of which they are capable.
The school seeks to promote a disciplined, well-ordered, caring and supportive
environment, where staff and students can work and learn in an atmosphere of mutual
respect.
Our Values
We use synonyms to teach these values in our language at CGS. Much of the language to
describe our three key values overlaps, and this helps to emphasise how such synthesis
and synergy can lead to success. This shared language runs through the school and is
interwoven in our policies, practice, day-to-day conversations and teaching.
KNOWLEDGE
Understanding; Achievement; Learning; Ambition; Aspiration; Progress; Powerful;
Opportunity; Mastery; Curiosity; Practice; Commitment; Initiative; Resilience;
Industry; Humility; Success.

OPPORTUNITY
Gratitude; Wellbeing; Appreciation; Humility; Acknowledgement; Empathy;
Fairness; Personal Responsibility; Initiative; Participation; Conscience;
Compassion; Morality; Ambition; Aspiration.

RESPECT
Tolerance; Empathy; Care; Consideration; Positivity; Participation; Routines;
Habits; Humility; Trying your Best; Commitment; Motivation; Diligence.
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How do we enact our Mission and Values at CGS?
Below is a list of the many processes and practices at Carrickfergus Grammar School
which help to create a sense of belonging and therefore a shared, moral mission.




















Alumni
Assemblies
Behaviour
Celebratory events
Competitive events
Concerts and festivals
Corridor Displays
CPD
Curriculum and curriculum intent
Equipment
Knowledge Organisers
Mini Whiteboards
Reading
Student leadership
The Merit and Demerit System
The school environment
The school song
Tutor Time
Uniform
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SECTION 1:
OUTCOMES for LEARNERS
Outgoing School Development Plan Targets V Current Actual Attainment

5 or more GCSEs at A*-C
5 or more GCSEs at A*-C
including English and Maths
5 or more GCSEs at A*-C
including English and Maths
FSME (Free School Meals
Entitled)
5 or more GCSEs at A*-C
including English and Maths
SEN (Special Educational Needs)
2 or more ‘A’ Levels at A*-E
3 or more ‘A’ Levels at A*-C
3 or more ‘A’ Levels at A*-C
FSME (Free School Meals
Entitled)
3 or more ‘A’ Levels at A*-C SEN
(Special Educational Needs)

Outgoing School
Development Plan
Target
92.3%
92.3%

Actual 2021

100%

100%

66.6%

100%

100%
81%
71%

100%
88.3%
66.6%

100%

n/a
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99.17%
97.52%

A Level 2021
Context
The tables below outline the most current indicators of standards and outcomes for
Carrickfergus Grammar School pupils based on August 2021 examination results. The
results are compared against the 2019 (pre-COVID) data for the Northern Ireland cohort as
well as 2020 results (Centre Determined Grades).
Grammar – ‘A’ Level

3 or more A*-C
2 or more A*-C

CGS 2019

CGS 2020

CGS 2021

75.6%
96.2%

97.59%
100%

88.3%
99%

Northern
Ireland
Grammar
79.7%
94.4%

CGS by Gender – ‘A’ Level

3 or more A*-C
2 or more A*-C

CGS 2019
Boys
Girls
62.5%
89.5%
Boys
Girls
93.5%
97.4%

CGS 2020
Boys
Girls
92.31%
100%
Boys
Girls
100%
100%
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CGS 2021
Boys
Girls
84.6%
92%
Boys
Girls
100%
97.6%

‘A’ LEVEL EXAMINATION RESULTS 2021
CUMULATIVE GRADE OVERVIEW by Percentage
A*

A

B

C

D

E

A*-C

A*-E

Accounting

6.25 25

62.5 81.3 93.8 93.8 81.3

93.8

Art & Design

0

100

100

100

100

100

100

Biology

23.1 57.7 84.6 100

100

100

100

100

Business Studies

5.88 47.1 94.1 94.1 100

100

94.1

100

Chemistry

27.8 50

83.3 100

100

100

100

100

Digital Technology

33.3 33.3 83.3 100

100

100

100

100

English Literature

7.69 46.2 61.5 100

100

100

100

100

Nutrition and Food Science

27.3 63.6 90.9 100

100

100

100

100

French

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Further Mathematics

25

50

75

100

100

100

100

100

Geography

20

40

80

100

100

100

100

100

Government and Politics

0

50

90

90

100

100

90

100

Health and Social Care

20

73.3 86.7 100

100

100

100

100

History

0

40

100

100

100

100

Mathematics

16.1 51.6 71

87.1 93.5 96.8 87.1

96.8

Moving Image Arts

0

33.3 100

100

100

100

100

100

Music

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Photography

0

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Physics

25

56.3 75

93.8 93.8 100

93.8

100

Religious Studies

0

83.3 83.3 100

Spanish

14.3 57.1 100

Technology

0

90

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

28.6 71.4 85.7 100

100

100

100

100
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‘A’ LEVEL EXAMINATION RESULTS 2021
COMPARISON AGAINST NORTHERN IRELAND GRAMMAR AVERAGES *

CGS
A*-C %
81.3

NI
A*-C %
79

CGS
A*-B%
62.5

NI
A*-B%
57

100

99.7

100

89.7

100

96.1

84.6

83.8

Business Studies

94.1

96.4

94.1

81.4

Chemistry

100

95.8

83.3

83.8

Digital Technology

100

97.1

83.3

85.8

English Literature

100

97.3

61.5

83.2

Nutrition and Food Science

100

97.8

90.9

85.2

French

100

97.3

100

87.9

Further Mathematics

100

98.8

100

95.3

Geography

100

96.5

80

82.1

Government and Politics

90

97.1

90

83.6

Health and Social Care

100

98.4

86.7

86.5

History

100

98.3

90

86.4

Mathematics

87.1

94.8

71

85.4

Moving Image Arts

100

97.5

100

89.9

Music

100

100

100

94.6

Photography

100

99.2

100

92.8

Physics

93.8

93.8

75

79.5

Religious Studies
Spanish

100
100

97.5
98.5

83.3
100

86.6
88.6

Technology

100

95.8

85.7

82.5

Accounting (AQA exam board –
comparison against similar schools in
UK)
Art & Design (Edexcel exam board –
comparison against similar schools in
UK)
Biology

*

CCEA Grammar School Averages for 2021
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GCSE 2021
Context
The tables below outline the most current indicators of standards and outcomes for
Carrickfergus Grammar School pupils based on August 2021 examination results. The
results are compared against the 2019 (pre-COVID) data for the Northern Ireland cohort as
well as 2020 outcomes (Centre Determined Grades).
Grammar - GCSE

5 or more A*-C at GCSE
5 or more A*-C at GCSE
inc. English and Maths
7 or more A*-C at GCSE
inc. English and Maths

CGS 2019

CGS 2020

CGS 2021

Northern
Ireland
Grammar

91.07%
91.07%

96.55%
96.55%

99.17%
97.52%

96.1%
94.3%

79.46%

94.83%

96.69%

89.9%

CGS by Gender - GCSE

5 or more A*-C
at GCSE
5 or more A*-C
at GCSE inc.
English and
Maths
7 or more A*-C
at GCSE
7 or more A*-C
at GCSE inc.
English and
Maths

CGS 2019
Boys
Girls
89.39%
93.48%
Boys
Girls
89.39%
93.48%

CGS 2020
Boys
Girls
98.15%
95.16%
Boys
Girls
98.15%
95.16%

CGS 2021
Boys
Girls
100%
98.36%
Boys
Girls
100%
95.08%

Boys
74.24%
Boys
74.24%

Boys
94.44%
Boys
94.44%

Boys
100%
Boys
100%

Girls
86.96%
Girls
86.96%
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Girls
95.16%
Girls
95.16%

Girls
95.08%
Girls
93.44%

GCSE EXAMINATION RESULTS 2021
CUMULATIVE GRADE OVERVIEW by Percentage

A*

A

B

C*

C

D

E

F

A*-C

A*-G

Art & Design

15.8 36.8 47.4 57.9 94.7 100

100

100

94.7

100

Biology

22.7 53.4 80.7 86.4 94.3 97.7 100

100

94.3

100

Business Studies

17.1 61

87.8 95.1 95.1 100

100

95.1

100

Chemistry

28.1 54.4 80.7 87.7 94.7 98.2 100

100

94.7

100

Child Development

50

83.3 93.3 96.7 100

100

100

100

100

100

Digital Technology

42.1 47.4 73.7 84.2 100

100

100

100

100

100

English Language

25.6 64.5 91.7 98.3 100

100

100

100

100

100

English Literature
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100

100

100

100

100

French

30.8 64.1 87.2 89.7 97.4 100

100

100

97.4

100

Further Mathematics

19.2 61.5 82.7 90.4 98.1 100

100

100

98.1

100

Geography

16.7 58.8 66.7 83.3 94.4 100

100

100

94.4

100

History

26.9 69.3 88.5 94.2 98.1 100

100

100

98.1

100

Mathematics

19.2 56.7 90.8 97.5 98.3 100

100

100

98.3

100

Music

50

87.5 100

100

100

100

100

100

Food and Nutrition

47.4 78.9 84.2 94.7 100

100

100

100

100

100

Physical Education
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100

100

100

100

100

100

Physics

19.6 64.3 89.3 94.6 100

100

100

100

100

100

Religious Education

22.3 58.7 74.4 85.1 100

100

100

100

100

100

Spanish

20.4 52.7 71

87.1 98.9 98.9 98.9 98.9 98.9

100

Technology

32.5 67.5 95

97.5 100

100

78

46.2 75.5 95.3 100

62.5 75
60

80
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100

100

100

100

100

GCSE EXAMINATION RESULTS 2021
COMPARISON AGAINST NORTHERN IRELAND GRAMMAR AVERAGES *
CGS
A*-C %
96.7

NI
A*-C %
97.9

CGS
A*-B%
47.4

NI
A*-B%
83.4

94.3

98.6

80.7

84.4

Business Studies

95.1

94.9

78

74.5

Chemistry

94.7

98.7

80.7

85

Child Development

100

96.2

93.3

77.3

Digital Technology

100

95.1

73.7

76.2

English Language

100

98.3

91.7

80

English Literature

100

98.4

75.5

80.9

French

97.4

96.9

87.2

74.6

Further Mathematics

98.1

98.5

82.7

88.1

Geography

94.4

96.4

66.7

81.2

History

98.1

96.2

88.5

79.7

Mathematics

98.3

98.4

90.8

85.2

Music

100

98.8

75

88.7

Food and Nutrition

100

95

84.2

78

Physical Education

100

96.9

80

80.5

Physics

100

98.9

89.3

85.8

Religious Education

100

96

74.4

80.6

Spanish

98.9

96.7

71

71.1

Technology

100

94.9

95

72.5

Art & Design (AQA exam board –
comparison against similar schools in
UK)
Biology

*

CCEA Grammar School Averages for 2021
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 2021
TARGET V ACTUAL

Performance Indicator

% Achieving 5 or more GCSEs at
grades A*-C (incl. GCSE English and
GCSE Maths)
% Achieving 7 or more GCSEs at
grades A*-C (incl. GCSE English and
GCSE Maths)
% Achieving 3 or more ‘A’ Levels at
grades A*-C

Target
Percentage
Total
95

Actual
Percentage
Total
97.5

91

96.7

81

88.3

In 2021, for the first year ever, 100% of boys at the school attained 7 or more GCSE passes
at A*-C including English and Maths, and the performance of girls maintained at almost
95% using the same benchmark. Whilst the school recognises this significant achievement
based on Centre Determined Grades, it also acknowledges that it will take some further
years of public examinations in order to confirm a trend of significant improvement. The
school will continue to strive for the highest of outcomes for all pupils.
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OUTCOMES for LEARNERS
Emerging Vision
Targets are based on an analysis of performance in public examinations pre-COVID, as
well as an analysis of developments since 2020.





Ongoing raising of the school’s percentage profile at 3+ A*-C at ‘A’ Level remains a
priority (currently 88.3%);
Ongoing raising of the school’s GCSE 7+ A*-C profile remains a priority (currently
96.7%);
Ongoing raising of the school’s A*-B profile at GCSE remains a priority;
An ongoing pattern of equally high performance of both boys and girls remains a
priority.

In the School Development Plan 2022-2025 Carrickfergus Grammar School will continue to
focus acutely on the proportion of pupils attaining 7 or more GCSE passes at A*-C
including English and Maths, 7 or more GCSE passes at A*-B including English and
Maths, 3 or more passes at A Level at A*-C and will aim for continued narrowing of the
gap between girls’ and boys’ performance at these core benchmarks.
Whilst there has been significant raising of outcomes in the past two years (based on
Centre Determined Grades), the school has identified the need to prioritise further the
ongoing development of equally very high performance of both genders using the most
aspirational benchmarks possible.
‘A’ LEVEL TARGETS




By 2025, over 90% of pupils will attain 3 or more ‘A’ Level passes or equivalent at
A* - C.
By 2025, over 99% of pupils will attain 2 or more ‘A’ Level passes or equivalent at
A* - C.
By 2025, the gap between boys and girls achieving 3 or more passes at A* - C will
have narrowed to under 10%.

GCSE TARGETS:




By 2025, over 96% of pupils will attain 7 or more GCSE passes or equivalent at A* C, including English and Maths.
By 2025, over 75% of pupils will attain 7 or more GCSE passes or equivalent at A* B, including English and Maths.
By 2025, the gap between boys and girls achieving 7 or more GCSE passes at A* - C
(including English and Maths) will have narrowed to under 7%.
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By 2025, 100% of pupils will attain 5 or more GCSE passes or equivalent at A*- C.
By 2025, over 98% of pupils will attain 5 or more GCSE passes or equivalent at A* C, including English and Maths.
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Summary of Priorities –A Level and GCSE

OUTCOMES for LEARNERS: A Level and GCSE

Key Priority

Ongoing raising of the school’s percentage
profile at 3+ A*-C at ‘A’ Level

3-Year Development – by 2025





Ongoing raising of the school’s GCSE 7+ A*-C
and 7+ A*-B profile





By 2025, over 90% of pupils will attain 3 or more ‘A’ Level passes or equivalent at A* C.
By 2025, over 99% of pupils will attain 2 or more ‘A’ Level passes or equivalent at A* C.
By 2025, the gap between boys and girls achieving 3 or more passes at A* - C will have
narrowed to under 10%.
By 2025, over 96% of pupils will attain 7 or more GCSE passes or equivalent at A* - C,
including English and Maths.
By 2025, over 75% of pupils will attain 7 or more GCSE passes or equivalent at A* - B,
including English and Maths.
By 2025, the gap between boys and girls achieving 7 or more GCSE passes at A* - C
(including English and Maths) will have narrowed to under 7%.
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KEY STAGE 3 TARGETS:
In line with statutory requirements, the school will continue to target and track progress in
Key Stage 3 assessments, but will be storing much more credence in its own internal use of
objective standardised assessments and consequent regression analysis in order to
ascertain progress.
The school will use its own in-house standardised assessments such as PTE 11 / 12 / 13 / 14
and PTM 11 / 12 / 13 / 14 as well as CATs in order to make viable and accurate judgements
on a pupil’s progress, complemented by in-house regression analysis of internal
examination scores.
The school will address the gender element of under-performance in the next School
Development Plan by continuing to focus sharply on learning and teaching approaches in
the classroom as well as the fusion of its academic and pastoral structures, thus affording
all pupils the best opportunities to develop and succeed. This will be identified in the new
Development Plan through a specific target in this regard.


By 2025, over 50% of pupils identified as underachieving following regression will
have moved out of that zone after 12 months;



By 2025, there should be approximately an even number of boys and girls
appearing in both green and red following regression analyses.

Attendance Targets:


By 2025, the average annual school attendance will be at 96.5% or above.
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Summary of Priorities – Key Stage 3

OUTCOMES for LEARNERS: Key Stage 3

Key Priority

3-Year Development – by 2025

To continue to address any gender-related underachievement

By 2025, over 50% of pupils identified as underachieving (red)
following regression will have moved out of that zone after 12
months.
By 2025, there should be approximately an even number of boys and
girls appearing in both green (significant overachievement) and red
following regression analyses.

To continue to improve the attendance rate

The average annual school attendance will be at 96.5% or above
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SECTION 2:
QUALITY of PROVISION
Curriculum Context
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The overarching principle of curriculum intent at Carrickfergus Grammar School is as
follows:
We offer a broad and balanced curriculum with a strong academic core at GCSE and with
differentiated pathways at post-16 level.
Whilst the core profile of a pupil studying GCSEs at this school will be very academic,
there remains adequate scope for choice, allowing for a good balance between theory and
practical, general and applied.
The Curriculum at this school meets the requirements of the Education (Northern Ireland)
Order 2006.
KEY STAGE 3
English

Mathematics

Biology
Geography
Art and Design
ICT

Chemistry
French
Technology
Learning for Life and
Work

Religious
Studies
Physics
Spanish
Music

PE / Games
History
Home Economics
Drama (Year 9

KEY STAGE 4 (GCSE)
English Language

English Literature

Mathematics

Religious Studies
Biology
Digital Technology
(ICT)
French

PE / Games
Chemistry
Drama

PE (GCSE)
Physics
History

Further
Mathematics
Art and Design
Business Studies
Geography

Spanish

Health and Social
Care

Music

Food and
Nutrition
Technology

Child
Development
Careers / LLW
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KEY STAGE 5 (A Level)
English Literature
PE (A Level)
Physics
Government and
Politics
Spanish
Photography

Mathematics
Accounting
Art and Design
Geography

Further Mathematics
Biology
Business Studies
Tourism

Religious Studies
Chemistry
History
French

Nutrition and
Food Science
Technology

Health and Social
Care
Information
Technology
Sport and Sports
Coaching
Development *
Games

Music

Media Studies*

Moving Image
Arts*

Life and Health
Sciences

Performing Arts *

Applied ICT
Environmental
Technology
Careers

*On offer through the Carrickfergus Learning Community.

Current Context
In 2021, school increased the curriculum time for the core subjects of English, Maths and
Religious Studies at either Key Stages 3 or 4 or both. This was partly to help address
potential COVID-related gaps in knowledge.
In 2022, Science became a compulsory subject again at GCSE.
In 2022, English Literature became a compulsory subject for almost all students.
All students study a Full Course in GCSE Religious Studies.
Health and Social Care has become a popular subject at ‘A’ Level.
Environmental Technology starting to embed at ‘A’ Level.
The curriculum offered at Carrickfergus Grammar School in the next School Development
Plan 2022-2025 will continue to remain broad and balanced, meeting the needs, aspirations
and interests of its pupils. It must also continue to reflect emerging labour market trends
as well as emerging employability patterns in a constantly changing economic
environment. The school will seek to attain a good balance between an identical, core,
academic GCSE profile for each child and pupil choice at GCSE level, allowing for
personalised pathways.
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Summary of Priorities – Curriculum

Quality of Provision: Curriculum

Current Context

Key Priority

3-Year Development – by 2025

A Science has become statutory at
GCSE

Increase the number of students
studying three Sciences

Over 20% of pupils to study 3 Sciences at GCSE.

Vast majority of pupils study a Modern
Language

Maintain the number studying a
Modern Language at GCSE

Over 90% of pupils to study a Modern Language.

New ‘A’ Level subjects introduced at
post-16 including Health and Social
Care, Life and Health Sciences and
Environmental Technology.

Aspiration for broadening of pathways
at post-16 level

Exploration of Level 3 BTEC qualifications, including in
Engineering.

Pupils currently study 9 or 10 GCSEs

More flexibility in the curriculum in
order to allow some students to
undertake 11 GCSEs

Exploration of the introduction of a twilight and / or
distance learning course or both at GCSE.
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Quality of Provision: Curriculum

Key Priority

3-Year Development – by 2025

Review exposure to LLW at Key Stage
3 to ensure provision meets NI
Curriculum

Introduction of new 1-period per cycle with Class Teacher
for Year 8s, with three main aims:
• Additional Personal Development time
• Self-Quizzing aligned to new knowledge-rich
curriculum
• Reading Programme

Review of whole-school approaches to
literacy and numeracy, including
alignment of interventions with new
approaches to data

Review of Literacy and Numeracy Policies, including
whole-school approaches
Agreed targeted interventions in both literacy and
numeracy based on data
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Learning and Teaching Context
At Carrickfergus Grammar School we aim to offer a world-class education. It is the
purpose of this school to provide an educational environment suited to all of the students
entrusted to its care, with the highest of aspirations and expectations for all. The school
will seek to promote a disciplined, well-ordered, caring and supportive environment,
where staff and students can work and learn in an atmosphere of mutual respect and
without fear of interruption or learning being hindered, so that each and every student
achieves the highest level of academic, intellectual, personal, physical and social
development of which he or she is capable.
Effective learning and teaching, which is central to the life of the school, depends, among
other things, on outstanding teacher subject knowledge, excellent subject-specific and
general pedagogy, high-quality relationships both inside and outside the classroom and
high quality communication between students, staff, parents and others in the
development of a secure, stimulating learning environment in which all can prosper.
The key driver behind learning and teaching development at this school will be
aspiration. No matter what their background, needs, interests or supposed academic
potential, every child will be taught in a manner which will expedite opportunities for the
greatest possible social mobility – including access to Higher Education, should they wish.
The school is increasingly recognised as a centre of excellence for its evidence-based
approach to learning and teaching. In 2021, it became the first school in Northern Ireland
to appoint a Director of Research, with a clear remit to seek out the best in relation to
learning and teaching.
In 2020, a case study of the school’s approach to learning and teaching was outlined in
Kate Jones’ book on Retrieval Practice.
Also in 2020, Carrickfergus Grammar School became the first school in Northern Ireland to
go into partnership with the Teachers’ Development Trust in London, an organisation
with significant experience in continuing professional development for teachers.
In 2022, the school will be accepted as one of the twelve founding members of
InnerDrive’s inaugural research hub. Alongside a select number of UK schools, the school
will lead the way on evidence-based research.
In recent years, the school has revised its Learning and Teaching Policy based on its
evidence-based approach, on staff professional knowledge and understanding as well as a
thorough awareness of current research-based evidence into high-quality learning and
teaching, Carrickfergus Grammar School has identified six key principles which shape and
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embody its pursuit of consistency in learning and teaching in the classroom. These six
principles are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stretch and Challenge for ALL students;
Effective Questioning and Oracy;
Effective Modelling;
Scaffolding;
Independent Practice;
Robust Assessment and Feedback.

These Principles, linked to Rosenshine’s Principles of Instruction, will remain the
foundations of the school’s approach to learning and teaching moving forwards. Despite
many achievements as regards learning and teaching in the past 3 years, Carrickfergus
Grammar School will not be resting on its laurels. Far from it, the school believes that it is
firmly time to raise the bar yet again as regards learning and teaching, and to break glass
ceilings.
The school’s approach to learning and teaching in the new Development Plan for 2022–
2025 will be framed around three concepts and maxims which firmly build upon the six
principles outlined above:
1: Knowledge:
2: Memory:
3: Assessment:

Factual knowledge must precede domain-specific skill
Memory is the residue of thought
Assessment is the bridge between performance and real
learning

The rationale and overarching principles for the development of each concept from 2022 –
2025 are as follows:
Knowledge
A: A stronger knowledge base is needed for new GCSE and ‘A’ Level examinations, which
include increased theory testing and less testing of supposed ‘generic, transferable skills’
through Controlled Assessment;
B: The transmission of high-quality knowledge is one of the most effective and expedient
ways of closing the ‘learning gap’ between children who come from different cultural
backgrounds;
C: Knowledge comprehension lays the foundation for the journey from surface to deep
learning, from novice to expert.
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Memory
A: The embedding of knowledge into long-term memory will allow pupils to grapple with
deeper and more abstract concepts;
B: Real learning is when the ‘mental map’ in long-term memory is changed through the
embedding of new knowledge and the interplay between existing knowledge and new
knowledge;
C: As ‘memory is the residue of thought’, we should be planning each lesson in terms of
what our pupils are thinking about.
Assessment
A: Assessment plays a vital role not just in measuring progress, but also in the process of
transferring knowledge into long-term memory; through self-testing, formative
assessment and other measures. In this way, testing does not just measure pupils’
understanding; it helps develop understanding;
B: Frequent retrieval practice is an important factor in ensuring knowledge embeds into
long-term memory;
C: Repeated low-stakes formative testing, when spaced and interleaved and with the
intention of responsive teaching, can strengthen long-term memory;
D: Low-stakes formative testing can take numerous forms, including recaps at the start of
class, weekly ‘quizzes’ and online computer-adaptive assessments.
The above rationale and overarching principles are heavily predicated on outstanding,
well-researched and evidenced cognitive science, and include the research of
educationalists such as Peps McCrea, David Didau, Daisy Christodoulou, Tom Bennett,
Tom Sherrington and others.
In line with its ground-breaking work in learning and teaching and professional
development, Carrickfergus Grammar School has developed a dynamic and unique
professional development portal for its staff.
Implications


Carrickfergus Grammar School will introduce a knowledge-rich curriculum for
Year 8 pupils in September 2022. This will include ‘Knowledge Organisers’ for Year
8 pupils in each subject in September 2022, Year 9 pupils in September 2023 and
Year 10 pupils in September 2024. The purpose of these Knowledge Organisers will
be to outline core, powerful knowledge which we think pupils need to know in
order to succeed in exams and in life;
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Carrickfergus Grammar School believes that its strong focus on knowledge at Key
Stage 3, and strategies for the embedding of knowledge in long-term memory, will
ultimately allow the school to introduce deeper and more advanced subject-specific
concepts at an earlier stage. In that regard, our new knowledge-rich curriculum at
Key Stage 3 will include more breadth and depth in learning. It is both ambitious
and highly aspirational for our pupils;
Self-quizzing and retrieval practice will become a much more prominent feature of
pupil homework, and a discrete period with Form Teachers will be introduced in
September 2022 for Year 8 pupils to develop effective study strategies.
The school will continue to focus on retrieval practice as a strategy with impact.
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Summary of Priorities – Learning and Teaching

Quality of Provision: Learning and Teaching

Current Context

Key Priority

Learning and Teaching Policy reviewed.

Embed consistent high-quality
learning and teaching based on
cognitive science and research

Case Study in Kate Jones Book.
School audited against Teacher Development Trust key indicators.
Director of Research appointed.
STEM co-ordinator appointed.
Staff Development on:
 Retrieval Practice
 Rosenshine’s Principles
 Raising Standards for Boys
 Knowledge-rich Curricula
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3-Year Development – by 2025




Knowledge-Rich Curriculum
Cognitive Load Theory (eg dual
coding / spacing / interleaving)
 Retrieval Practice

Continuing Professional Development Context (CPD)

In September 2019, Carrickfergus Grammar School became the first school in Northern
Ireland to partner with the Teacher Development Trust in the UK, which offers schools the
opportunity to undertake a comprehensive audit of CPD needs. The school was certified
with the Bronze Award at that stage, with feedback highlighting strengths such as the
level of trust between staff, the positive relationships and the promising start made by the
school in relation to research.
Since September 2019, developments in this area have been prominent, leading to the
school being recognised as an emerging centre of excellence in relation to evidence-based
research.






In 2020, the school was documented as a case study on retrieval practice by
prominent educationalist Kate Jones;
In 2020, the school appointed the first-ever Director of Research in a school in
Northern Ireland;
Teachers have visited schools of interest to view good / best practice, including
Skegness Grammar School, the Duston School, Durrington High and the Michaela
School;
In 2022, the school was named as the first school in Northern Ireland to join a
prestigious network of eleven similar schools across the UK focused on how
effective research can best translate into classroom practice.

The above network, which will launch in September 2022, was founded by InnerDrive, a
renowned educational organisation that has worked with schools and teachers around the
world, helping them apply research in a practical, meaningful and useful way in the
classroom.
Through visits to other network schools, as well as a series of workshops and seminars led
by world-class experts, Carrickfergus Grammar School will be in a position to share
expertise with schools across the UK. In addition, we hope to offer support to schools in
Northern Ireland who are looking to develop their understanding of evidence-informed
teaching and learning.
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Quality of Provision: Continuing Professional Development
Key Priority
1:
To foster and encourage an open-door
approach to CPD, building on internal
expertise.
2:
To create more time for research-based
CPD.
3:
To afford more time for the refreshing of
subject-specific knowledge.
4:
To network with like-minded schools.
5:
To look externally for good / best / next
practice.

3-Year Development
To allocate more days for staff to ‘step back’ and read research
To join a network of twelve like-minded schools across the UK on a similar journey
To develop subject-specific networks, exploring subject-specific knowledge and
subject-specific pedagogy
To visit schools with practice which interests us
To offer staff free access to webinars and courses linked to their own professional
interests and the aspirations of the school
To develop our own in-house CPD bank of resources and videos

To develop approaches to coaching and mentoring
Re-apply for TDT accreditation based on re-taking of audit
Refresh and renew relevant training in pastoral care, first aid, SEN and more.
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Assessment Context
In recent years, the school has reviewed and revamped its Assessment Policy.
The overarching principle of assessment intent at Carrickfergus Grammar School is as
follows:
It is the view of this school that assessment is most robust when formative, summative and
standardised assessments are integrated to form a coherent, dynamic, robust and reliable system
to measure student progress, enhancing student ownership of learning and self-improvement in
the process.
It is the view of Carrickfergus Grammar School that effective learning and teaching, robust
assessment systems and curriculum design are inextricably linked.
When school gets the balance between standardised, formative and summative assessment
right, we are maximising opportunities for pupil success.
Standardised Assessment = assessments with a standardised score range typically
between 60 and 140 such as Progress Test in English (PTE), Progress Test in Maths (PTM)
and Cognitive Ability (CAT) tests. These are often used for the purposes of benchmarking.
Each year between Years 8-11, and in Year 13, our pupils sit such tests for the purposes of
benchmarking and tracking.
Formative Assessment = low-stakes assessment in the classroom, using retrieval practice
techniques which may include use of mini-whiteboards, quizzes at the start of lessons and
marks from frequent homework.
Feedback from formative assessments will aim not just to outline deficiencies, but also to
clarify what needs to be done to improve future learning. Feedback may take the form of
written comment on classwork or homework books, tests or quizzes, but may often take
other guises, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

whole-class oral feedback by the teacher on strengths and areas for improvement;
whole-class critique by the teacher using a visualiser;
instant teacher feedback following the use of mini whiteboards;
teacher intervention when checking individual student work in class;
online multiple-choice questions with instant feedback (such as the www.ixl.com
system for English and Maths);
the use of modelling techniques to benchmark brilliance and to address
misconception;
exam percentages or grades reported with a rubric.
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Summative Assessment = end-of-term or end-of-year tests / exams, as an example.
Carrickfergus Grammar School will continue to negotiate, define and refine its own
shared understanding of effective assessment through professional development
undertaken in the 2022-2025 School Development Plan. In particular, the school will
focus on formative assessment techniques, predominantly retrieval practice, distributed
practice (spacing) and interleaved practice leading to the embedding of knowledge in
long-term memory.
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Summary of Priorities – Assessment
Quality of Provision: Assessment

Current Context

Key Priority

Formative, summative and standardised assessments undertaken

Continued trialling of
fusion between
standardised, formative
and summative
assessment to achieve
balance in interests of
monitoring, tracking and
evaluating pupil progress
leading to enhanced
outcomes
Reduction in number of
‘formal’ tracking
assessments to ensure
limited detraction from
learning and teaching
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3-Year Development – by 2025

Years 8-10 – December and May exams. No
October tracking. No March tracking (except
English and Maths).
Years 11-14 – one tracking in first term. Mock
exams end of January / early February. No
March tracking.
Renewed emphasis on quality of Junior
School exams.

SECTION 3:
Leadership and Management






A new Principal took up post in April 2019;
A new Teacher in charge of Health and Social Care was appointed in 2019;
A Director of Research took up post in January 2021;
A new Head of Year was appointed in June 2021;
A STEM co-ordinator was appointed in February 2022;

Much of the priorities for leadership in the School Development Plan 2022 - 2025 will be to
ensure the ambitious vision outlined in Sections 1 and 2 are met. In the next years we will
look at:


















Meeting the ambitious targets for standards and outcomes set out in Section 1 of
this document;
Driving forward and embedding the school’s clear beliefs and convictions in
relation to high-quality learning and teaching, with a focus on knowledge, memory
and assessment;
Offering the highest-quality professional development to all staff, including
opportunities to refresh advanced subject-specialist knowledge;
Enhancing and broadening curricular provision at Key Stage 5;
Developing strong and robust links with Higher Education representatives,
including greater exposure to Oxbridge and Russell Group;
Offering opportunities for secondment to the Senior Leadership Team;
Reviewing and enhancing the school’s CEIAG provision;
The construction of a new Sports’ Centre, including fitness suite and new halls, as
well as new Home Economics provision and Sixth Form Study provision;
The renovation of the Grainger Centre into a school library;
Laying the foundations, figuratively, for a potential New Build for Carrickfergus
Grammar School;
Continuing to embed an ambitious and aspirational behaviour management
system, with a clear focus on positive reinforcement;
Strengthening the fusion between the academic and pastoral elements of school life
through, amongst other things, a review of the pupil mentoring system;
Developing the Honours System for exceptional representation at a regional,
national or international level;
Developing student leadership opportunities;
Reviewing the school House system;
Establishing greater curricular links with partner Primary Schools.
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Summary of Priorities – Leadership and Management

Leadership and Management: Strategic, School Development Planning, Self-Evaluation and Middle Leadership
Key Priority

3-Year Development

Offering opportunities for secondment to the Senior Leadership Team.

A re-modelled structure for the SLT which will
allow for aspiring senior leaders to gain experience

Establishing greater curricular links with Partner Primary Schools.

Introduction of P6 Days, sports and STEM events,
shared professional development and student
leadership opportunities

Developing partnerships with parents and raising aspirations

Re-establishment of parent association, parent
steering group for feedback

Laying the foundations, figuratively, for a potential New Build for
Carrickfergus Grammar School.

The development of a new Sports Centre and Home
Economics suite, new Sixth Form Common and
Study Area, and a refurbishment of the Assembly
Hall
Grainger Centre re-deployed to become a
permanent Library facility
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SECTION 4:
Care and Welfare
The high quality of Carrickfergus Grammar School’s pastoral care provision has been
recognised as a strength by the Education and Training Inspectorate (ETI) and the school
places great emphasis on the provision of appropriate pastoral care for all pupils.
We foster a warm and happy school environment, and the size of the school allows for a
real family ethos.
Mrs Kane is the Senior Teacher in charge of Pastoral Care at the school, ably assisted by 7
Heads of Year and 28 Form Teachers.
The Designated Teacher for Child Protection is Mrs Kane, whilst the Deputy Designated
Teacher is Mr Gorman. The Principal, Mr Maxwell, is also a member of the safeguarding
team alongside the Designated Governor for Child Protection, Mr Montgomery.
A pastoral system has been designed to build up the students’ confidence, enabling them
to thrive academically, to understand themselves as individuals and to develop sound
relationships with other students and staff at the school.
The pastoral care system places great emphasis on the moral and social welfare and
development of each of our students, as well as their intellectual, physical and cultural
needs. Our staff work collaboratively to meet the needs and aspirations of each student.
The pastoral care team provides informed and sensitive guidance to support students in
their personal development and in times of personal, family or social difficulty. Some
students may at certain times benefit from the opportunity to work through any
difficulties with a trained counsellor and this service is available through school.
Our experienced Learning Support Co-ordinators work to ensure that the pathway for
children identified with additional educational needs is tailored appropriately, whilst
maintaining the highest of aspirations and expectations. Individual Education Plans /
Personal Education Plans are in place for relevant students, with reasonable adjustments
where necessary.
In the next years:



The school will capacity build in the area of SEN;
The school will explore the need for the development of student leadership
opportunities at post-16 level, including a new Sixth Form Enrichment Programme;
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The school will embed its Behaviour and Achievement System, with a focus on
positive behaviour;
The establishment of a new Student Council;
The re-invigoration of a House System;
Ongoing review of school canteen provision;
The development of wellbeing facilities around the school estate.
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Summary of Priorities – Care and Welfare
Care and Welfare
Key Priority

3-Year Development

Need to raise attendance.

Review of attendance policy, continued tight coordination including prompt communication with
parents when necessary

Review of Merits and Demerits.

Fine-tuning of school’s approach to positive
reinforcement.

Developing the extra-curricular programme, particularly with a focus
on greater challenge and competition

National competitions, Olympiads, MFL debating
competitions

Reviewing the school House System.

A review of the school House System and associated
events

Developing Enrichment Programmes for Sixth Form

A suite of enrichment activities within timetabled
time
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Conclusions and Next Steps
The purpose of this consultation document has been to give a brief overview of the
school’s current context, as of June 2022, as well as the emerging vision which we hope
will drive forward further ambitious, aspirational and exciting school improvement and
development over the course of the 2022-2025 SDP cycle.
It is hoped that this document, as a consequence, will act as a springboard for robust
discussion over the next 6 months with stakeholders, with the ultimate aim of informing
the vision and direction of our new School Development Plan 2022-2025 further.
On the back of this consultation document, the school intends to send out questionnaires
to pupils, parents, staff and Governors.

J. A. Maxwell
Principal
June 2022
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